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• Set in The Lands Between, a space where the boundary between Light and Dark is fading away. • A
Fantasy Action RPG that features unparalleled character creation. • An epic story interwoven with
the stories of the Lands Between. • An Online Adventure with rich online elements that are based on
player interaction. Suit up for a spectacular turn-based action RPG! Som is your typical no-nonsense
hero. Armed with magic and sword skills, he travels around the world in order to solve the mysteries
behind the disappearances of the ancient temples. Set in the sprawling Lands Between, where a
boundary between the Light and Dark World is fading away, the legendary artifacts known as the
Eclipse Stones are scattered in the open plains. Thanks to the effects of the Eclipse Stones, you can
become a god-like being and change the course of battle! [Features] • An epic turn-based action
RPG with fully-voiced and character-driven storylines. • Whimsical and free-flowing story line. • Your
choice of the Chibi version of Som as your main character! • A rich adventure story with seven
characters and many side quests. • Over 30 items and armor sets and 30+ weapons. • Customize
your character, gear, and battle style! • Fully voice-acted with English, Japanese, and Chinese audio.
• An original soundtrack by the composer of Blue Reflection, Yoko Shimomura. Rise into the
Heavens! A hero from the future!? Well, I guess the best I can say is that it is time traveling, space,
and now, RPG! I’ll name it, “Dragon’s Song”. Perhaps I could be considered a person who doesn’t
think to the future, because in this game, we follow an unknown hero who is unknown in the future.
When I was young, I thought that time would go on for all eternity. However, one day, the world
began to vanish, and now, it is caught in the world that has become blurred between time and
space, the Lands Between. On this world that has lost the past and future, our hero’s footsteps
become the world’s long-lost epic journey. What is the Lands Between? It is a world where time and
space has intersected. A space where the boundary between light and dark is gradually fading away.
Also known as
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User Informed Updates: We will be communicating with our players on a constant basis. When
new information is released to your account, you will be notified through a pop-up window and will
be able to view the update from there. As a standard rule, you will receive private in-game
communication via Dungeon Navigators (Supports) whenever an update is necessary.
We will not contact you through out-of-game messaging services including e-mails and character
chats.
Upcoming Patch Notes: We will make sure there is enough time to thoroughly test the patch
before it is released. Most importantly, we will notify you of any issue and plan to fix it before
releasing the patch.
The Unique Fantasy of the Lands Between: Elden will be a fantasy RPG created from fantasy
elements, with magics, monsters, demons, and mysteries. It will be deeply connected to the World
setting card, and you will be able to endlessly develop your character.
The Astonishing Two-Player Battle: A deep 2-player online battle in which you participate as the
players of the same nation allied with you and the players of the same country allied with them.
Battle settings include having only one node, or duel style where you have two node and other
players participate. You can even contact and battle players of the same faction in the same city!
Two-player battles are available for Lan and Online Play modes.
Lucky Dungeons: You can share your good luck with your fellow players, too! You cannot only go
for the goods in your Inventory, but you can enjoy additional items by opening Cheese Sculptures
found in dungeons! The contents of unexpected items that appear in dungeons can vary!

Objectives for mass production:
Formation of a Plan for Game Production
Set up a game development schedule

Conclusion
Register for the Events
Link DMs for Various Meetings
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"You may want to check out this game, depending on what your
taste is." -source "I recommend it as a game that'll scratch an itch
that you might not be able to reach using other games. To confirm,
you might want to pick it up at a bargain price." -source "As long as
you have the disposition of a person who enjoys a game that's fine
by me." -source "How can you not love this game? It's all you need
to say." -source "The setting is fantastical, it has RPG elements, and
it's still dynamic. All of this together will make for a game that's
long on fun and short on complaints." -source "The fantasy world
has a feeling of depth and the scenery is gorgeous." -source "If you
just want to wander around and fight monsters, you can do that, but
to be more thoughtful you need a little more than that." -source "I
love the fact that they use their dice to make determinations, and
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they have the potential to become more emotional than other
RPGs." -source "It's a very accessible fantasy rpg, so you can enjoy
the story without having to study too much." -source "When you
have an attachment to the characters, it's really enjoyable, as long
as you are able to understand the story through dialogue.
Otherwise, if the story is too confusing, you'll only get annoyed."
-source "Despite the superficial visual whimsy of the game, there
are in-depth stories and good gameplay." -source "Very enjoyable,
it's one of my favorite RPGs I've played this year." -source
"Gorgeous graphics." -source "The gameplay and graphics are
enjoyable." -source "It has a unique narrative, which you'll want to
read." -source "Despite being a very niche game, it has a great
atmosphere, and I plan to play through the story in the near future."
-source "From the beginning, I found it to be really fun." -source
"There is an entertaining story with a decent soundtrack." -source
"It has a unique combination of visual and gameplay elements."
-source "Lovely deep story." -source "It has a wonderful bff6bb2d33
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History Rise, Tarnished - A Distinct Journey: A new world that is
entering the title of fantasy. New World: A large continent, a vast
world and a huge domain that is always exciting. A New World is Full
of Fantasy: Including its own unique fantasy world, the world has
rich, the unexpected and surprising. An Evolving World: An evolution
of the world is always happening. The future of the world is always
different. A Village People: People live their lives, hobbies, and have
many relationships with each other. Diverse World: The world has a
variety of places, natural landscapes and people. A World of Chance
and Change: The world is a place full of people, where there are
many possibilities. An Ever-Changing World: An impressive, there
are many things waiting for you to discover. A Change to Your
Game: The game content changes with the skills of each character.
The World's Technology: The technology is evolving with a timeline.
A Well-Achieved World: The goal of this game is to create a realistic
experience. A Deep Story: The story of this game is a fictional story.
A Complete World: This game is full of the concept of an original
world. A World that is Always Evolving: Even the world is always
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changing. An Enjoyable World: The world is an amazing and exciting
place. A Unique World that is Full of Mystery: The world is full of
secrets and adventure. Diversity: The world has many different
features and people. A World that is Always Evolving: The world is
continuously changing. A Fateful and Beautiful World: This game is
full of fantasy, beautiful, and new. A World that is Ever-Changing:
The world is always changing. A Dynamic World: The world of the
game is dynamic. A Story in Fragments: A story that is told in
fragments. Full-Filled World: The entire world, the world of the
game. An Epic Story: The story of this game is a fantasy story that is
truly amazing. A Heartbreaking Story: A hard-hitting story. Deep
Worlds: A deep world with a large number of
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